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North American Brand Launch at 
CTIA Orlando 2002
The merging of two giants, Sony from Japan, strong in marketing, and Ericsson from Sweden strong in technology 
merging their cellular phone divisions to produce a powerful entity in the marketplace. The initiative was led from 
Japan and  Sweden with American marketing participating in the brand launch in the USA and European marketing 
leading the European brand launch. Their intent was to produce a unified effort showing a single face to the 
worldwide pubic. The sensitivities of Europe  and Japan came into play when the American marketing entered and 























Strategic Alliance with Box&Cox 
and GL Associates
Lorenc + Yoo Design formed an alliance with Box & Cox and GL Associates 







Jack Nicklaus Golf Club of Korea
 Gateway and Signage Design
As a part of the Incheon project called New Sondo City LYD is developing 





Samsung Rising Hand 
 
Sculpture













Strategic Alliance with HQ Creative of 
Dubai
Lorenc+Yoo Design established an alliance with HQ Creative in 2003 to 













Dubai Festival City :
Gateways for Resort Community 
and  Signage Design






Dubai International Financial 
Center :
Communication Media for Dubai 
Stock Exchange and Financial Hub






























NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY







NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY / campus exterior signage program
PHASE 2: CONCEPT DESIGN: SET A TONE FOR DESIGN ATTITUDE WITH ALTERNATIVES PRESENTED
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PHASE 3: SCHEMATIC DESIGN: EVOLVE THE SINGLE DESIGN SCHEME
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NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY / campus exterior signage program
















110,000 sf overall call center by idea-span.
1,000 sf reception exhibit and scattered images and materials 
through the space.
Infuse the product and history of the division into the overall 



























Visitors Center- Orlando, Florida
4,500 sf floor visitors center 

















Museum Planning and Design










































When a client says, "This is us, this is our story!" we know 
that we have found the essence of the narrative.    In many 
cases clients understand their own story , but are not able 
to communicate it’s essence in their built environmental 
narrative. Our task is to read between the lines and 
immerse ourselves in the overall story, to craft a narrative 
appropriate to their audience and  to create the best 
expression for their story within the environment.
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LORENC+YOO DESIGN
THANK YOU
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